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Abstract
We provide a characterization of virtual Bayesian implementation in pure strategies for environments satisfying no-total-indifference. A social choice function in such environments is virtually
Bayesian implementable if and only if it satisfies incentive compatibility and a condition we term
virtual monotonicity. The latter is weaker than Bayesian monotonicity—known to be necessary for
Bayesian implementation. Virtual monotonicity is weak in the sense that it is generically satisfied in
environments with at least three alternatives. This implies that in most environments virtual Bayesian
implementation is as successful as it can be (incentive compatibility is the only condition needed).
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Consider the problem of implementing a social choice function (SCF) in an environment
with incomplete information among the agents. Since the socially desirable outcome
depends on agents’ private information, it is possible that agents do not have the incentive
to correctly reveal their private information. Bayesian incentive compatibility of an SCF is
✩
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simply the requirement that each agent has the incentive to truthfully reveal her information
when all other agents report their information truthfully. More precisely, an SCF is said
to be incentive compatible if truth-telling is a Bayesian Nash equilibrium of the direct
revelation game (in which agents report their private information and the outcome is the
social choice corresponding to these reports). By the revelation principle (see Myerson,
1989 and the references therein), incentive compatibility of an SCF is necessary for it to be
implemented through a Bayesian Nash equilibrium of any mechanism. In general, however,
a mechanism applied to an incentive compatible SCF may possess other equilibria (which
do not correspond to the socially desired outcome). Full implementation refers to the design
of a mechanism that resolves this multiplicity problem by ensuring that all equilibria
correspond to the socially desired outcome in each information state, and requires some
condition in addition to incentive compatibility.
Postlewaite and Schmeidler (1986) showed that a necessary condition (in addition
to incentive compatibility) for a social choice set to be Bayesian implementable is
Bayesian monotonicity. As the term Bayesian monotonicity suggests, this condition
can be seen as an analog of Maskin monotonicity (Maskin, 1977) in the presence of
incomplete information.1 Palfrey and Srivastava (1989a) found a weakening of incentive
compatibility and a variant of Bayesian monotonicity that turned out to be sufficient for
implementation in exchange economies. Within economic environments, the gap after
Palfrey and Srivastava’s work between necessary and sufficient conditions was closed by
Jackson (1991) with a strengthening of Bayesian monotonicity.2 Unfortunately, Bayesian
monotonicity is not satisfied by many well-known social choice functions (SCFs) for
exchange economies with incomplete information; see Palfrey and Srivastava (1987),
Chakravorti (1992) and Serrano and Vohra (2001). In this sense, Bayesian monotonicity
is a demanding condition. In light of Jackson’s characterization result this means that (full)
Bayesian implementation is a demanding requirement.
There is another sense in which the complete information environment seems to yield
more permissive implementation results. Remarkably, the Maskin monotonicity condition
can be entirely dispensed with by slightly weakening the notion of implementation. This
is the main insight of Abreu and Sen (1991) and Matsushima (1988), who show that under
very mild conditions, any social choice correspondence can be virtually Nash implemented
in the sense that, making use of lotteries over social alternatives, it is possible to
exactly implement a correspondence that is arbitrarily close to the given correspondence.3
Moreover, Abreu and Matsushima (1992a) provide a significant improvement of these
results by showing that under very weak conditions any SCF can be virtually implemented
1 Recall that Maskin monotonicity is a necessary condition for Nash implementation. It also turns out
to be sufficient in environments where there is a private good and at least three agents. This condition is
satisfied by many correspondences of interest in exchange economies (such as the Pareto, core and constrained
Walrasian correspondences). However, it may be quite restrictive in other domains (see, for example, Mueller and
Satterthwaite, 1977 and Saijo, 1987).
2 Jackson (1991) also provides sufficient conditions that guarantee implementation outside of economic
environments. He identifies a condition that he terms “monotonicity no veto” that serves this purpose.
3 This can be explained, in part, by the fact that Maskin monotonicity defined over lotteries is a very weak
condition.
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in the more attractive notion of iteratively undominated strategies, and that this is possible
without the use of mechanisms involving integer games.
Given the power of the virtual approach in the complete information case, and given that
Bayesian monotonicity is often a very strong condition, it is natural to ask if one can find
simpler and/or weaker conditions for virtual implementation in the presence of incomplete
information. That some condition (in addition to incentive compatibility) is needed even
for virtual Bayesian implementation is clear from Example 1 in Serrano and Vohra (2001):
there are environments with incomplete information in which only constant SCFs can be
virtually implemented. Thus, in contrast to the complete information results, even virtual
implementation requires non-trivial restrictions either on the environment or the SCF.
Our aim here is to settle two open issues in this literature:
• Characterize the SCFs that are virtually Bayesian implementable;
• Provide a simple, weak and readily interpretable condition that is sufficient for virtual
Bayesian implementation of an incentive compatible SCF.
It should be emphasized that we are concerned with implementation in pure Bayesian
Nash equilibrium. In this sense our characterization of virtual Bayesian implementation is
comparable to Jackson’s (1991) characterization of Bayesian implementation.
Two sufficient conditions for virtual Bayesian implementation (in addition to incentive
compatibility) are available in the existing literature. Abreu and Matsushima (1992b)
dispense with Bayesian monotonicity and introduce a new condition termed measurability
(henceforth A–M measurability) which, under other weak assumptions, along with
incentive compatibility, is shown to be necessary and sufficient for virtual implementation
in iteratively undominated strategies. Their sufficiency result applies, a fortiori, to the
notion of virtual implementation in mixed Bayesian Nash equilibrium. Duggan (1997)
suggests the condition of incentive consistency and presents a sufficiency result for
environments with “best-element private values.” 4 Serrano and Vohra (2001) criticize
A–M measurability and incentive consistency, by showing them to be sometimes even
stronger than Bayesian monotonicity. Indeed, there are environments where every SCF
is virtually Bayesian implementable, but only constant SCFs satisfy A–M measurability
or incentive consistency. Thus, A–M measurability or incentive consistency are far from
necessary for virtual Bayesian implementation. For a more detailed comparison of these
results with ours, see Section 1.1 below.
Our main result shows that in environments satisfying no-total-indifference (NTI),
an incentive compatible SCF is virtually implementable if and only if it satisfies a
condition we term virtual monotonicity. This result includes two-agent and ‘non-economic’
environments. Virtual monotonicity is inspired by the Bayesian monotonicity condition
stated in Jackson (1991), and by the arguments used by Matsushima (1988) and Abreu and
Sen (1991) for virtual Nash implementation. Like Maskin monotonicity (Maskin, 1977)
and the conditions and insights used by those authors, virtual monotonicity is a condition
4 In the same endeavor of attempting to dispense with Bayesian monotonicity, Matsushima (1993) shows that
this can be done if side payments are allowed. In contrast, our results do not rely on transfers.
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on lower contour sets of preferences. Those papers and our characterization result provide
a unified theory of implementation using pure Nash equilibrium as a solution concept.
Our new monotonicity condition requires, for each deception that undermines the given
SCF, the existence of a certain preference reversal for at least one type of one agent. Such
a preference reversal is not required to hold for the given SCF but for some incentive
compatible SCF, thereby making it a weaker condition than Bayesian monotonicity. In
Section 5, we shall consider an important example, due to Palfrey and Srivastava (1989b),
of a common-values environment. In this example, the majoritarian SCF does not satisfy
Bayesian monotonicity (or indeed, any of the other available sufficient conditions for
implementation in other solution concepts). Nor does it satisfy A–M measurability or
incentive consistency. But it does satisfy virtual monotonicity, and is therefore virtually
Bayesian implementable. In fact, in this example, all SCFs satisfy virtual monotonicity.
Our characterization result demonstrates that virtual Bayesian implementation is far
more permissive than Bayesian implementation. The argument goes beyond the fact
that virtual monotonicity is weaker than Bayesian monotonicity. As we will show, there
is a related condition on environments, which we term type diversity, such that any
incentive compatible SCF is virtually implementable in such environments. This condition
is stronger than the necessary condition (it implies that every SCF satisfies virtual
monotonicity), but it is much easier to state and interpret. It requires that the interim
(cardinal) preferences over pure alternatives of different types of an agent be different.5 It is
considerably easier to verify than the other conditions mentioned above. More importantly,
type diversity turns out to be generic in the set of all environments with at least three
alternatives. This implies that in most environments, since every SCF satisfies virtual
monotonicity, every SCF is virtually implementable in Bayesian equilibrium provided it
is incentive compatible. In other words, the problem of multiplicity of equilibrium in
mechanism design under incomplete information can be completely solved if one takes
two degrees of approximation:
(a) in the solution concept, by requiring virtual instead of exact implementation, and
(b) in the environments, by perturbing them if necessary to ensure type diversity.
In doing so, Bayesian incentive compatibility remains the only important restriction on an
SCF for full implementation.
1.1. A comparison with the related literature
As indicated above, our characterization of virtual Bayesian implementation in
pure strategies is most related to Jackson’s (1991) Theorem 1—both are concerned
with implementation in pure strategies. The difference is that we also include noneconomic environments and the case of two agents; and in weakening the implementation
5 This condition appears in Abreu and Matsushima (1992b) as a simple way of ensuring A–M measurability.

In environments satisfying type diversity, every SCF also satisfies incentive consistency. In a private values model,
it reduces to the condition of value-distinguished types introduced in Palfrey and Srivastava (1989b).
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requirement from exact to virtual Bayesian implementation we can weaken his Bayesian
monotonicity condition to virtual monotonicity.
Abreu and Matsushima (1992b) show that if mixed strategies are included and
mechanisms are restricted to be regular, then virtual Bayesian Nash implementation is
characterized by incentive compatibility and A–M measurability. A characterization for
the case in which mixed strategies are included, but mechanisms are not required to be
regular, remains open.
Duggan (1997) covers mixed equilibria in his sufficiency result. He also uses general
type spaces, whereas we assume a finite set of types. His main result assumes an “ex
post no-total-indifference” condition, instead of our somewhat stronger NTI. However, he
also assumes “best element private values,” which in conjunction with his version of NTI
implies our NTI condition. An important issue for future work is a characterization that
allows mixed strategies and general type spaces.

2. The model and definitions
We shall consider implementation in the context of a general environment with
asymmetric information. Let N = {1, . . . , n} be a finite set of agents. Let Ti denote the
(finite) set of agent i’s types. The interpretation is that ti ∈ Ti describes the private
information
 possessed by agent i. We refer to a profile of types t = (t1 , . . . , tn ) as a state.
Let T = i∈N T
i be the set of states. We will use the notation t−i to denote (tj )j =i .
Similarly T−i = j =i Tj .
Each agent has a prior probability distribution qi defined on T . We assume that for every
i ∈ N and ti ∈ Ti , there exists t−i ∈ T−i such that qi (t) > 0. For each i ∈ N and t¯i ∈ Ti , the
conditional probability of t−i ∈ T−i , given t¯i is denoted qi (t−i |t¯i ). Let T ∗ ⊆ T be the set
of states with positive probability. We assume that agents agree on the states in T ∗ , i.e., for
all i ∈ N , qi (t) = 0 if and only if t ∈
/ T ∗.
Let A denote the set of social alternatives, which are assumed to be independent of the
information state. Let A be a σ -algebra on A and ∆ denote the set of probability measures
on (A, A). We shall assume that A contains all singleton sets. The Bernoulli utility of agent
i for alternative a in state t is ui (a, t).
We can now define an environment as E = {(A, A), (ui , Ti , qi )i∈N }.
A social choice function (SCF) is a function f : T → ∆. Two SCFs, f and h are
equivalent (f ≈ h) if f (t) = h(t) for every t ∈ T ∗ (see Jackson, 1991 for a discussion
on equivalent SCFs). We shall concentrate on SCFs rather than social choice sets because
our main interest lies in virtual implementation making use of lotteries over A; a social
choice set can be understood as a random function that puts positive measure only on the
functions that it includes.
Abusing notation slightly, given an SCF f , ui (f, t) will refer to agent i’s expected
utility evaluation of lottery f (t) in state t. The (interim/conditional) expected utility of
agent i of type ti corresponding to an SCF f is defined as:


  

Ui (f |ti ) ≡
qi t−i |ti ui f, t−i , ti .
t−i ∈T−i
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We shall make the (weak) regularity assumption that there is no-total-indifference. This
assumption will be in force throughout the paper.
An environment E satisfies no-total-indifference (NTI) if for every j ∈ N , tj ∈ Tj and
T−j ⊆ T−j such that {tj } × T−j ⊆ T ∗ , there exist a, a ∈ A such that


qj (t−j |tj )uj (a, t) =
qj (t−j |tj )uj (a , t).
t−j ∈T−j

t−j ∈T−j

Since N and T are finite, it follows that there is a finite set Ā ⊆ A such that a and a in the
above condition belong to Ā.
This assumption amounts to the statement that there is no total-indifference for each
agent of each type whatever the updated beliefs about the other agents’ types, provided
that the updating is consistent with Bayes’ rule. Hence, NTI includes the assumption
of no-total-indifference ex post (made in Duggan, 1997) as well as interim (Abreu and
Matsushima, 1992b). While our assumption is stronger than the corresponding assumption
in Duggan (1997), he also makes another assumption, best element private values, and it
can be shown that the conjunction of that and his ex post NTI condition is stronger than
our version of NTI.
A mechanism G =
 ((Mi )i∈N , g) describes a message space Mi for agent i and an
outcome function g : i∈N Mi → ∆.
A (pure strategy) Bayesian equilibrium of G is a profile of strategies, σ = (σi )i∈N where
σi : Ti → Mi such that ∀i ∈ N , ∀ti ∈ Ti ,


 
 
∀σi : Ti → Mi .
Ui g(σ )|ti  Ui g σ−i , σi ti
Denote by B(G) the set of Bayesian equilibria of the mechanism G. Let g(B(G)) be
the corresponding set of equilibrium outcomes.
An SCF f is exactly Bayesian implementable if there exists a mechanism G such that
every h ∈ g(B(G)) is equivalent to f .6
A direct mechanism is one with Mi = Ti for all i ∈ N .
Consider the following metric on SCFs:



d(f, h) = sup f (S | t) − h(S | t) | t ∈ T ∗ , S ∈ A .
An SCF f is virtually Bayesian implementable if ∀ > 0 there exists an SCF f  such
that d(f, f  ) <  and f  is exactly Bayesian implementable.
A deception is a profile of functions, α = (αi )i∈N , where αi : Ti → Ti , αi (ti ) = ti for
some ti ∈ Ti for some i ∈ N . (Note that the identity function on T is not a deception.) For
an SCF f and a deception α, f ◦ α denotes the SCF such that for each t ∈ T , [f ◦ α](t) =
f (α(t)). For an SCF f , a deception α and a type ti ∈ Ti , let fαi (ti ) (t ) = f (t−i , αi (ti )) for
all t ∈ T .
6 Exact implementation in environments with incomplete information has also been defined with respect

to solution concepts other than Bayesian equilibrium, such as undominated Bayesian equilibrium (Palfrey
and Srivastava, 1989b), perfect Bayesian equilibrium (Brusco, 1995), sequential equilibrium (Baliga, 1999;
Bergin and Sen, 1998). In each case, the definition of exact implementation requires the set of outcomes selected
by the chosen solution concept in the mechanism to coincide with the social choice set.
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The next condition is necessary for exact Bayesian implementation (see Jackson, 1991).
An SCF f satisfies Bayesian monotonicity if for any deception α, whenever f ◦ α ≈ f ,
there exist i ∈ N , ti ∈ Ti and an SCF y such that
 



Ui (y ◦ α | ti ) > Ui (f ◦ α | ti ) while Ui f |ti  Ui yαi (ti ) ti , ∀ti ∈ Ti .
An SCF f satisfies incentive compatibility if for all i ∈ N , ti ∈ Ti and all deceptions α,
Ui (f |ti )  Ui (fαi (ti ) |ti ).
Jackson (1991) provides a characterization result for economic environments with at
least three agents: a social choice function is Bayesian implementable if and only if it
satisfies incentive compatibility and Bayesian monotonicity.7 This result can be readily
compared to our characterization theorem for virtual Bayesian implementation, found in
the next section.

3. A characterization result
In this section we show that a substantial weakening of Bayesian monotonicity yields
a necessary and sufficient condition, together with incentive compatibility, for virtual
Bayesian implementation.
An SCF f satisfies virtual monotonicity if for every deception α, whenever f ◦ α ≈ f ,
there exists i ∈ N , ti ∈ Ti , an incentive compatible SCF x and an SCF y such that
 
 

(∗)
Ui (y ◦ α | ti ) > Ui (x ◦ α | ti ) while Ui x|ti  Ui yαi (ti ) ti , ∀ti ∈ Ti .
The difference with Bayesian monotonicity is that the preference reversal in the new
condition does not necessarily involve the SCF f . For each deception α such that
f ◦ α ≈ f , we have an agent for whom some of their types exhibit a preference reversal
between two SCFs as specified in (∗). Clearly, under incentive compatibility, virtual
monotonicity is weaker than Bayesian monotonicity. A more detailed comparison of the
two is provided in Section 3.1, where we show that the necessary preference reversal can
be shown to hold for SCFs that are arbitrarily close to f . This is our rationale for the
term “virtual monotonicity.” We postpone to Section 4 a discussion of how weak virtual
monotonicity really is, and how it follows from a much simpler condition that does not
involve any reference to deceptions.
Our main result is the following characterization theorem.
Theorem 1. Suppose an environment E satisfies NTI. Then, a social choice function f
is virtually Bayesian implementable if and only if it satisfies incentive compatibility and
virtual monotonicity.
In comparing this result to Jackson’s (1991) Theorem 1, note that our characterization
of virtual Bayesian implementation does not assume the environment to be economic, nor
7 In the more general case of a social choice set, an added condition, closure, is also needed. This condition
requires that the social choice set be closed under concatenation of common knowledge events.
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does it require the number of agents to be at least three. In terms of the conditions on
the SCF, closure being a trivial requirement then, the only difference reduces to requiring
Bayesian monotonicity instead of its virtual counterpart.

Proof of Theorem 1. Necessity. Since the necessity of incentive compatibility is well
known,8 we shall show that virtual monotonicity is necessary for virtually implementing
an incentive compatible SCF.
Consider a deception α such that f ◦ α ≈ f , and suppose f is virtually implementable,
i.e., for every  > 0 there exists and SCF f  which is implementable and is -close
to f . Thus f  satisfies incentive compatibility and Bayesian monotonicity. Choosing 
small enough, it follows that for the given deception α, f  ◦ α ≈ f  , and by Bayesian
monotonicity of f  , there exists i ∈ N , ti ∈ Ti and an SCF y such that
 


  

Ui (y ◦ α | ti ) > Ui f  ◦ α | ti
while Ui f  t  Ui yα (t ) t , ∀t ∈ Ti . (1)
i

i i

i

i

But this means that whenever f ◦ α ≈ f , there exist i ∈ N , ti ∈ Ti and a pair of SCFs,
x (incentive compatible) and y satisfying (∗); simply choose x = f  . Thus f satisfies
virtual monotonicity.
Sufficiency. Suppose f satisfies incentive compatibility and virtual monotonicity. We
shall construct a canonical mechanism, G = ((Mi )i∈N , g) to virtually implement f in
Bayesian equilibrium. Before we describe the strategy sets and the outcome function, we
introduce some additional notation.
For a deception α such that f ◦ α ≈ f , a test-agent is any agent for whom condition (∗)
holds. Denote by Di the set of deceptions for which i is a test-agent. For each test-agent i
and each deception α ∈ Di , fix two SCFs xiα and yiα satisfying (∗) for i of type ti , where xiα
is incentive compatible. Notice that condition (∗) concerns the SCF y only in those states
in which agent i is of type αi (ti ). There is, therefore, no loss of generality in assuming that
yiα is of the form:


yiα t−i , ti = yiα (t−i , ti ) for all t−i ∈ T−i and ti ∈ Ti .
Thus yiα is constant over Ti .9
If agent i is a test-agent for some α, let

 


Ci = ziα α∈D  ∀α ∈ Di , ziα ∈ xiα , yiα .
i

Thus, a typical element of the set Ci is a list of |Di | components. Each component is
one of the two SCFs in (∗) associated with a deception α for which agent i is a testagent. For notational reasons, we will also find it convenient to construct these sets for
agents who are not test-agents. For each i who is not a test-agent for any deception fix an
arbitrary deception ᾱ and an arbitrary incentive compatible SCF, xiᾱ , and let Di = {ᾱ} and
let Ci = {x ᾱi }.
8 See Duggan (1997). Strictly speaking, what is necessary is the existence of an equivalent SCF that is
incentive compatible, but given the definition of implementation, there is no loss of generality in taking f itself
to be incentive compatible. This should also be understood in the way Theorem 1 is stated.
9 This observation also applies to the definition of Bayesian monotonicity.
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Denote by ā ∈ ∆ the uniform probability distribution over Ā. For  ∈ (0, 1), define the
SCF f  as

  1  α

f  (t) = (1 − )f (t) + ā +
xi (t) .
2
2n
|Di |
i∈N

α∈Di

We will now prove that f  is Bayesian implementable with the following mechanism:
The message set of agent i is defined as Mi = Ti × Ci × Ā × I , where I is the
set of non-negative integers. Denote a typical message of agent i as mi = (tˆi , ci , ai , ki ),
α
where
 ci = (zi )α∈Di , and let m denote a profile of messages. The outcome function
g : i∈N Mi → ∆ is defined by the following rules:
(i) If m is such that at least n − 1 agents announce ci = (xiα )α∈Di and ki = 0,

  
  1  α 
zi tˆ .
g(m) = (1 − )f tˆ + ā +
2
2n
|Di |
i∈N

α∈Di

(ii) Otherwise, denoting by h the agent with the lowest index among those who announce
the highest integer,


  
kh
  1  α 
1
ā +
ah +
zi tˆ .
g(m) = (1 − )f tˆ +
2 kh + 1
kh + 1
2n
|Di |
i∈N

α∈Di

To prove the theorem, we take the following steps:
Step 1. A strategy profile where for each i ∈ N and each ti ∈ Ti , tˆi = ti , ci = (xiα )α∈Di and
ki = 0 is a Bayesian equilibrium of G. To see this, note that this strategy profile corresponds
to the outcome of rule (i). Moreover, no unilateral deviation from it can trigger rule (ii),
and therefore ai and ki have no effect on the outcome. The only way an agent can change
the outcome is by changing his announcement of tˆi or ci . Since f is incentive compatible,
and so is xiα for all i ∈ N and α ∈ Di , reporting a false type is not a profitable deviation for
any agent. By condition (∗) it is not profitable to report a change in ci . Nor is it possible
to profit by changing both tˆi and ci because each yiα is constant with respect to i’s type.
Thus, as claimed, any such profile is a Bayesian equilibrium of G. Note that as  → 0, the
equilibrium outcome converges to f .
Step 2. There cannot be an equilibrium σ that induces case (ii) in any state in T ∗ . Suppose
not. Let T I ⊆ T ∗ , T I = ∅ be the set of states in T ∗ in which σ induces the integer game
(case (ii)). Let k̂ be the highest integer announced in any state in T I , and let h be the lowest
indexed agent who announces k̂ in some state t in T I . Let




T−h = t−h ∈ T−h  th , t−h ∈ T I .
By hypothesis, this set is non-empty. By construction, agent h of type th , by announcing
kh = k̂, wins the integer game in all states in {th } × T−h . Since h is the lowest indexed agent
who announces k̂ in T I , if agent h of type th changes her announcement of the integer to
kh > k̂, everything else being the same, she continues to be the winner in precisely the
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same states as before, namely {th } × T−h . Let σh (th ) = (tˆh , ch , ah , k̂). Consider a strategy
σh such that σh (th ) = (tˆh , ch , ah , kh ), where
kh > k̂,


    

    

qh t−h th uh ah , t−h , th 
qh t−h th uh ah , t−h , th
t−h ∈T−h

and



(2)
(3)

t−h ∈T−h


    

    

qh t−h th uh ah , t−h , th >
qh t−h th uh ā, t−h , th .

t−h ∈T−h

(4)

t−h ∈T−h

The last inequality is possible because of NTI and the fact that ā assigns uniform
probability to all outcomes in Ā.
Observe that

 
Uh σ−h , σh th − Uh (σ |th )
    

 

 
qh t−h th uh b , t−h , th − uh b, t−h , th ,
=
2
t−h ∈T−h

where b =

kh
1
ā +
a
kh + 1
kh + 1 h

and b =

1
k̂ + 1

ā +

k̂
k̂ + 1

ah .

From (2), (3) and (4), it follows that this expression is positive. This contradicts the
hypothesis that the strategy profile σ is a Bayesian equilibrium.
Step 3. There cannot be an equilibrium σ that, in a state in T ∗ , induces rule (i) of the
outcome function g where exactly n − 1 agents announce ci = (xiα )α∈Di and ki = 0, while
agent j announces something else. Suppose this happened under σ in state t ∈ T ∗ . Then,
any h = j , of type th , can announce kh sufficiently high so that he becomes the winner in
all states {th } × T−h where



 
T−h = t−h ∈ T−h  there is exactly one i = h with ki > 0 or ci = xiα α∈D .
i

These are precisely the states involving th where σ induces a non-unanimous report
within case (i). Let σh (th ) = (tˆh , ch , ah , 0) and consider a strategy σh , such that σh (th ) =
(tˆh , ch , ah , kh ) where kh is chosen to ensure that h wins the integer game in all states in
{th } × T−h , and ah is chosen to satisfy (4). By changing σh (th ) to σh (th ), agent h of type th
can shift some of the probability weight from ā to ah (in states in {th } × T−h ) and gain in
terms of interim utility. This contradicts the hypothesis that σ is a Bayesian equilibrium.
Step 4. Finally, we claim that in any equilibrium of G under rule (i) where each agent i
announces ci = (xiα )α∈Di and ki = 0, agents do not use a deception α (in the sense that
type ti announces tˆi = αi (ti )) where f ◦ α ≈ f . Suppose not, i.e., there is an equilibrium
under rule (i) in which a deception α is used where f ◦ α ≈ f . Since f satisfies virtual
monotonicity, there exists a test-agent i and two SCFs xiα and yiα satisfying (∗). Therefore,
type ti of agent i has an incentive to deviate and change the second component of his
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announcement to (yiα , (xiα )α ∈Di \{α} ), which is a contradiction. Thus, either no deception
is used in equilibrium or the deception being used is such that f ◦ α ≈ f . In either case, the
equilibrium outcome is f  . This proves that our mechanism virtually implements f . 2
3.1. -Bayesian monotonicity and virtual monotonicity
If an SCF f is virtually implementable, then for every  > 0 there exists an SCF
f  such that d(f, f  ) < , and f  is Bayesian implementable. Thus, f  must satisfy
the necessary conditions for Bayesian implementation, namely incentive compatibility
and Bayesian monotonicity. By the same argument we used in the necessity part of the
proof of Theorem 1, this yields the following necessary condition for virtual Bayesian
implementation:
An SCF f satisfies -Bayesian monotonicity if for every deception α satisfying that
f ≈ f ◦ α, and every  > 0, there exists i ∈ N , ti ∈ Ti , an incentive compatible SCF f  ,
with d(f, f  ) < , and an SCF y such that
 


  

while Ui f  ti  Ui yαi (ti ) ti , ∀ti ∈ Ti .
Ui (y ◦ α | ti ) > Ui f  ◦ α | ti
Evidently, this condition implies virtual monotonicity, since it concerns an SCF, f  ,
close to f , rather than some arbitrary SCF. However, the sufficiency part of Theorem 1
implies that in fact the two conditions are equivalent. A direct proof that (for an incentive
compatible SCF) virtual monotonicity implies -Bayesian monotonicity is as follows.
Suppose f satisfies virtual monotonicity and is incentive compatible. Let α be such that
f ◦ α ≈ f . Let i, ti , x and y satisfy (∗). Define f  = (1 − )f + x and y = (1 − )f + y.
We claim that f  and y satisfy the -Bayesian monotonicity condition for agent i of
type ti . Since


Ui (y ◦ α | ti ) − Ui f  ◦ α | ti =  Ui (y ◦ α | ti ) − Ui (x ◦ α | ti ) ,
it follows from (∗) that



Ui (y ◦ α | ti ) > Ui f  ◦ α | ti .

From (∗) we also know that
 
  

Ui x ti  Ui yαi (ti ) ti ,
Thus

(5)

∀ti ∈ Ti .

 
  
  
  

(1 − )Ui f ti + Ui x ti  (1 − )Ui f ti + Ui yαi (ti ) ti ,

∀ti ∈ Ti .

Since, f is incentive compatible,
 
  

Ui f ti  Ui fαi (ti ) ti , ∀ti ∈ Ti .
The last two inequalities imply that
 
  

Ui f  ti  Ui yαi (ti ) ti , ∀ti ∈ Ti .

(6)
f .

Since f and x are incentive compatible, so is
From (5) and (6) it now follows that f 
and y satisfy the -Bayesian monotonicity conditions for agent i of type ti . Thus, virtual
monotonicity implies -Bayesian monotonicity.
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4. Type diversity
According to Theorem 1, virtual monotonicity is a necessary condition for an incentive
compatible SCF to be virtually implemented. It is not possible, therefore, to achieve
virtual Bayesian implementation through a weaker condition. However, this condition, like
Bayesian monotonicity, is quite involved, and it is difficult to check whether a given SCF
satisfies it or not. Consequently, it is not easy to see (apart from the necessity result) how
weak the condition is. The aim of this section is to identify a simple condition that is easy
to check, readily interpreted, and that implies that every SCF satisfies virtual monotonicity.
In addition, we show that this condition holds generically in environments. In most
environments, therefore, virtual monotonicity is vacuously satisfied by any incentive
compatible SCF, and virtual implementation is as permissive as it can possibly be.
We shall find it convenient in this section to assume that the set of alternatives is finite;
the reader is referred to Section 6 of Abreu and Sen (1991) for extensions to the case where
A is an arbitrary subset of an abstract separable space.
Let A = {a1 , . . . , aK } be the finite set of alternatives. Henceforth, we will find it
convenient to identify a lottery, x ∈ ∆, as a point in the unit simplex in R K , i.e., xk denotes
the probability assigned by lottery x to alternative k.
Define Uik (ti ) to be the interim utility of agent i of type ti for the constant SCF which
assigns ak in each state, i.e.,

Uik (ti ) =
qi (t−i |ti )ui (ak , t).
t−i ∈T−i

Let Ui (ti ) = (Uik (ti ))k=1,...,K .
We will show that any incentive compatible SCF is virtually implementable in Bayesian
Nash equilibrium if the environment satisfies the following condition:
An environment E satisfies type diversity (TD) if there do not exist i ∈ N , ti , ti ∈ Ti ,
ti = ti , β ∈ R++ and γ ∈ R such that
 
Ui (ti ) = βUi ti + γ e,
where e is the unit vector in R K .
Condition TD has a simple interpretation: it requires that the interim (cardinal)
preferences over pure alternatives of different types of an agent be different. Note that
this does not require ordinal preferences over pure alternatives to differ across types unless
|A| = 2. Moreover, the condition only concerns constant SCFs. This condition appears
in Section 4.2 of Abreu and Matsushima (1992b) as a simple way of ensuring A–M
measurability. In a private values model, TD reduces to the condition that Palfrey and
Srivastava (1989b) call value-distinguished types, but unlike their condition, it is fully
operative regardless of the information structure, including environments with correlated
and common values.10
Type diversity (TD) has the obvious virtue of being simple and easy to check, especially
compared to virtual monotonicity or to other conditions in the literature, such as Bayesian
10 For private values environments, TD rules out the possibility that two types differ only in their beliefs.
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monotonicity, A–M measurability or incentive consistency. Importantly, it is easy to see
that in the space of preferences over pure alternatives, TD is satisfied generically if |A|  3.
In this sense, TD is indeed a very weak condition if |A|  3.11 It is, therefore, remarkable
that TD is sufficient for virtual implementation of an incentive compatible SCF, as will be
shown.
The following lemma provides a useful implication of TD from the point of view of
implementation.
Lemma 1. Suppose an environment E satisfies TD and NTI. Then there exist constant SCFs
((li (ti ))ti ∈Ti )i∈N such that for every i ∈ N , ti , ti ∈ Ti , ti = ti ,


   
Ui li (ti )|ti > Ui li ti ti .
Proof. Consider the constant SCF x̄, which prescribes in each state the lottery x̄, assigning
equal probability to each alternative in A, i.e., x̄(t) = (1/K, . . . , 1/K) for all t ∈ T . We
will show that for i ∈ N , ti , ti ∈ Ti , ti = ti , there exist constant SCFs x and x , close to x̄,
such that


  
  
Ui (x|ti ) > Ui x |ti
and Ui x ti > Ui x ti .
(7)
The (interim) indifference curve of agent i of type ti through x̄ (over constant SCFs) is
K−1
described by a hyperplane, H , in R+
:
H=

K−1
(x1 , . . . , xK−1 ) ∈ R+

 K−1


pk (ti )xk = ū ,

k=1

where pk (ti ) =
−
for k = 1, . . . , K − 1. Consider the indifference
hyperplane through x̄ of agent i of type ti where ti = ti :
(Uik (ti )

H =

UiK (ti )),

K−1
(x1 , . . . , xK−1 ) ∈ R+

 K−1
  

pk ti xk = ū .

k=1

Given NTI, we must have p(ti ) = 0 and p(ti ) = 0. Moreover, p(ti ) = cp(ti ) for a
positive number c, as that would mean that Ui (ti ) = cUi (ti ) + γ e, violating condition
TD. Thus, either p(ti ) = cp(ti ) where c < 0 or there does not exist c = 0 such that
p(ti ) = cp(ti ). In the former case, it is easy to see (using NTI) that any point which lies
above H must be below H and by choosing two points (one above H and one below it)
close to x̄ one finds constant SCFs which satisfy (7). In the latter case, it is clear that we
can choose two constant SCFs x and x close to x̄ satisfying (7).
Given (7) we can complete the proof by the same argument as in the lemma in Abreu
and Matsushima (1992a) or Lemma 1 in Abreu and Matsushima (1992b). 2
It is now easy to show that every SCF satisfies virtual monotonicity.
11 There is another reason why the weakness of condition TD relies on there being at least 3 alternatives: if
there are only 2 alternatives and an agent has more than 2 types then this condition cannot hold.
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Lemma 2. Suppose an environment E satisfies TD and NTI. Then every SCF satisfies
virtual monotonicity.
Proof. Suppose the environment satisfies NTI and TD. For any deception α, there exists
i ∈ N and ti ∈ Ti such that αi (ti ) = ti . Given the SCFs, (li (ti )) described in Lemma 1,
define a pair of SCFs, y and x, where
y(t ) = li (ti )

for all t ∈ T

and x(t ) = li (ti )

for all t ∈ T .

By construction, x is incentive compatible. Note also that y is a constant SCF. Since,
αi (ti ) = ti ,


 
 
Ui (y ◦ α | ti ) = Ui li (ti )|ti > Ui li αi (ti )  ti = Ui (x ◦ α | ti ).
Moreover,
 
 
  
   


Ui x ti = Ui li ti  ti  Ui li (ti )  ti = Ui yαi (ti ) ti

for all ti ∈ Ti .

Thus, for any deception α, and any SCF, condition (∗) is satisfied with i ∈ N , ti ∈ Ti , and
SCFs y and x chosen as above. 2
Applying Theorem 1, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1. In an environment satisfying NTI and TD, every incentive compatible SCF is
virtually Bayesian implementable.
This result can also be proved directly by constructing a mechanism based on the
constant SCFs, (li (ti )). We have constructed such a mechanism without relying on the
notion of deceptions, and it is available upon request.
To illustrate TD, or its implications drawn out in Lemma 1, see Fig. 1, drawn for
the case of three pure alternatives, with alternative a2 ranked above a1 , which in turn is
ranked above a3 (for all three types, the direction of preference increases towards a2 ). This
figure is very similar to one that could be drawn to illustrate the power of virtual Nash
implementation in the complete information case. We can illustrate TD in this figure only
because condition TD concerns preferences over constant SCFs. If an SCF is not constant,
in principle the final outcome it prescribes is subject to deceptions, and an agent will find
difficulties evaluating such SCFs because his Bernoulli utility or the final lottery prescribed
change from state to state. Preferences over constant SCFs do not encounter this difficulty,
and the surprising fact is that imposing a condition on preferences over constant SCFs
alone turns out to be so powerful, as shown in Corollary 1.
Conditions TD and NTI imply that every SCF is A–M measurable; see Abreu
and Matsushima (1992b, Section 4.2), and also the related condition of interim value
distinguished types in Palfrey and Srivastava (1993, Definition
6.3). It is also easy to see

that if TD and NTI are satisfied, the SCF f ∗ = (1/n) i∈N li (ti ), where li (ti ) satisfy the
inequalities in the statement of Lemma 1, has the property that truth-telling is the only
Bayesian equilibrium of the direct mechanism for f ∗ . This implies that, under TD and
NTI, every SCF is incentive consistent, a condition which plays a crucial role in Duggan’s
(1997) sufficiency result.
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Fig. 1. Type diversity.

5. An example
We now consider an important example (Example 3 in Palfrey and Srivastava, 1989b)
to show the permissiveness of our conditions and to clarify the comparison between our
results and related results in the literature. Palfrey and Srivastava use this example to
show the difficulties that may arise in an environment with common values. There are two
alternatives, A = {a, b} and three agents. Each agent has two possible types, Ti = {ta , tb }
and each type is drawn independently with qi (tb ) = q for all i and q 2 > 0.5. Agents have
identical preferences, given by

1 if at least two agents are of type ta ,
ui (a, t) =
0 otherwise;

1 if at least two agents are of type tb ,
ui (b, t) =
0 otherwise.
For each agent, the corresponding interim utilities for the constant SCFs assigning
alternatives a and b are:
Uia (ta ) = 1 − q 2 ,

Uib (ta ) = q 2 ,

Uia (tb ) = (1 − q)2 ,

Uib (tb ) = 1 − (1 − q)2 .

Since q 2 > 0.5, this implies that Uib (ti ) > Uia (ti ) for all i and ti ∈ Ti ; ordinal preferences
do not vary across types.
Consider the “majoritarian" SCF, x ∗ , which chooses a when at least two agents are of
type ta and b when at least two agents are of type tb . This SCF does not satisfy Bayesian
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monotonicity. To see this consider the deception, αi (ti ) = tb for all i and ti . Of course,
x ∗ ◦ α ≈ x ∗ . Since x ∗ ◦ α(t) = b for all t and Uib (ti ) > Uia (ti ) for all i and ti ∈ Ti , there
does not exist y such that Ui (y ◦ α | ti ) > Ui (x ∗ ◦ α | ti ) for any i and ti . As Palfrey and
Srivastava (1989b) show, this SCF is not implementable in undominated Bayesian Nash
equilibrium either. It can also be checked that in this environment, only constant SCFs
satisfy A–M measurability or incentive consistency.
We show now that every SCF satisfies virtual monotonicity in this example. To begin
with, consider the majoritarian SCF x ∗ . Let
λ = (1 − q)2 < 1/2
and define x as
x(t) = (1 − λ)x ∗ + λz(t)
where z makes the choice least preferred by the majority, i.e., z(t) = a if x ∗ (t) = b and
z(t) = b if x ∗ (t) = a.
The SCF x ∗ , choosing always the best alternative, yields a utility of 1 in each state,
while z, choosing the worst alternative, yields 0 in each state. Thus, x yields a utility of
(1 − λ) in each state, and the interim utility of each agent of each type is therefore (1 − λ),
i.e.,
Ui (x|ta ) = Ui (x|tb ) = (1 − λ)

for all i.

Notice that x chooses the best alternative with probability 1 − λ and the worst one with
probability λ. Consider a unilateral deception from truth-telling by agent i. This does not
change the outcome if i is not pivotal. But in each state where i is pivotal, this causes the
outcome to be the best one with probability λ and the worst one with probability (1 − λ).
Since λ < 1/2, this results in an interim utility less than (1 − λ). Thus, x is incentive
compatible.
In fact, the argument of the previous paragraph can be extended to show that any
deception α applied to x results in some agent receiving an interim utility strictly less
than (1 − λ):
If α(t) = t for some t, then there exists i such that Ui (x ◦ α | tb ) < (1 − λ).

(8)

Of course, in each state t, ui (x ◦ α, t)  1 − λ. To prove (8), it suffices to show that there
exists i and t, with ti = tb such that x ◦ α(t) = x(t). There are two cases to consider.
Case 1. Suppose there exists i such that αi (tb ) = ta . If for some j = i, αj (ta ) = ta , this
implies that for t such that ti = tb and tj = ta , tk = tb ,
x ◦ α(t) = (1 − λ)a + λb

while x(t) = (1 − λ)b + λa.

If αj (ta ) = tb for both j = i, then for t such that ti = tb and tj = ta for j = i, we have
x ◦ α(t) = (1 − λ)b + λa

while x(t) = (1 − λ)a + λb.

Thus, in either case, Ui (x ◦ α | tb ) < 1 − λ.
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Case 2. Suppose α is such that all agents report truthfully when they are of type tb . Then,
there exists j such that αj (ta ) = tb . Consider i = j and the state t where ti = tb , tj = ta ,
tk = ta . Since αi (tb ) = tb ,
x ◦ α(t) = (1 − λ)b + λa

while x(t) = (1 − λ)a + λb,

and Ui (x ◦ α | tb ) < 1 − λ.
Define y to be the constant SCF which prescribes b in each state. Clearly, for each i,
Ui (y|ta ) = q 2 ,

Ui (y|tb ) = 1 − (1 − q)2 .

Since y is constant, this means that for any deception α and any type ti , yαi (ti ) (t) = y(t)
for all t. In particular,
Ui (y ◦ α | tb ) = 1 − (1 − q)2 = (1 − λ).
This, along with (8), implies that there exists i such that
Ui (y ◦ α | tb ) > Ui (x ◦ α | tb ).
Recall that Ui (x|ta ) = Ui (x|tb
Ui (x|ta )  Ui (yαi (ti ) | ta )

(9)

) = (1 − λ) = 1 − (1 − q)2

> q 2.

Thus,

and Ui (x|tb )  Ui (yαi (ti ) | tb ).

Given (9), this implies that x and y satisfy our condition, for any deception α.
In fact, a slight modification of the arguments above shows that for any deception α,
one can choose x to be x = (1 − β)x ∗ + βz for β > 0 arbitrarily small (together with the
same y, where the test-agent is always a type tb , chosen as above).
Since for every deception α, x ∗ ≈ x ∗ ◦ α, the desired preference reversal has been found
and x ∗ satisfies virtual monotonicity. Moreover, since we have found a preference reversal
for every deception, it follows that every SCF in this example satisfies virtual monotonicity.
Since the environment clearly satisfies NTI, it follows from Theorem 1 that every incentive
compatible SCF is virtually Bayesian implementable.
Checking for virtual monotonicity may sometimes be cumbersome. It may then be
easier to check that the environment satisfies TD. Actually, this environment does not.
However, TD is easily satisfied if we modify this example to have a third alternative c. For
instance, suppose ui (c, t) = 0 for all i and all t ∈ T and the preferences over a and b are
the same as before. Note that
Uia (ta ) = 1 − q 2 ,

Uib (ta ) = q 2 ,

Uic (ta ) = 0,

Uia (tb ) = (1 − q)2 ,

Uib (tb ) = 1 − (1 − q)2 ,

Uic (tb ) = 0.

Clearly, TD is now satisfied. Thus, Corollary 1 applies to this modified example; any
incentive compatible SCF is virtually implementable. Since TD holds, every SCF satisfies
A–M measurability and incentive consistency in this environment with three alternatives.
However, the results of Abreu and Matsushima (1992b) and Duggan (1997) cannot be
applied to any non-constant SCF even then. Abreu and Matsushima (1992b) use an
assumption (their Assumption 2) which requires that in each state the ex post preferences
(over lotteries) of the agents are different, which is clearly not the case in the present
example. Duggan’s (1997) sufficiency theorem uses a weaker version of best element
private values. This too fails in the present example.
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It is of interest to note that even in this modified example, the majoritarian SCF cannot
be implemented in undominated Nash equilibrium; it can be checked that it does not satisfy
the necessary condition identified by Palfrey and Srivastava (1989b). Of course, exact
Bayesian implementation of a non-constant SCF remains impossible; ordinal preferences
over the alternatives remain identical for all types of all agents even after the new alternative
is added, and only constant SCFs satisfy Bayesian monotonicity.

6. Concluding remarks
We conclude with a few remarks that apply to both Theorem 1 and Corollary 1.
Remark 1. Theorem 1 and the discussion in Section 5 show that, in some environments,
virtual implementation in Bayesian equilibrium is more permissive than virtual implementation in iterative undominated strategies or exact implementation in undominated
Bayesian equilibrium.
Remark 2. In environments violating TD, virtual implementation may be impossible,
through a general violation of virtual monotonicity. For instance, this is the case in
Example 1 of Serrano and Vohra (2001), where only constant SCFs are virtually
implementable in Bayesian equilibrium, even though the set of incentive compatible SCFs
contains many non-constant ones. In fact, in the environment described in that example,
implementation is also impossible in other solution concepts: only constant SCFs satisfy
the necessary condition for undominated Bayesian implementation identified by Palfrey
and Srivastava (1989b), and the necessary condition for perfect Bayesian implementation
identified by Brusco (1995). Non-constant SCFs in that example also escape the sufficient
conditions for implementation in sequential equilibrium used in Baliga (1999) and in
Bergin and Sen (1998).
Remark 3. In this paper we have used the traditional notion of implementability which
ignores mixed strategies and imposes no restrictions on the nature of the mechanism. If
one were allowed to use small transfers, and one were to insist on ‘regular mechanisms’
and virtual Bayesian implementation using mixed strategies, virtual monotonicity is
not sufficient; A–M measurability then becomes necessary, as shown by Abreu and
Matsushima (1992b).
Remark 4. Our mechanism makes a use of the integer game that is a bit different from the
usual. In the traditional mechanisms, the integer game cannot be triggered in equilibrium
because (given some version of the no-veto-power assumption) different agents would
attempt to get different alternatives. Our mechanism works even if all agents have identical
preferences (as in the example in Section 5) because the set of SCFs achievable by a winner
of the integer game is ‘open’: a higher integer shifts more of the probability weight from
ā to the chosen outcome in Ā. Of course, this makes essential use of NTI and the fact that
virtual rather than exact implementation is being sought.
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The integer game used in our mechanism can be replaced by a modulo game, thereby
making the mechanism compact. However, it is not clear to us whether it can be replaced by
a finite modulo game. Dutta and Sen (1994) showed the necessity of infinite mechanisms
for exact Bayesian implementation even in finite environments. (While the example used
by Dutta and Sen, 1994 does not satisfy TD, it can be modified by adding a third alternative
which yields 0 utility to each agent in each state to satisfy TD. It is easy to check that their
result continues to apply to this modified example.) Yet TD implies A–M measurability,
and under A–M’s conditions, virtual implementation can be accomplished through a
regular mechanism. Clarifying this aspect of the theory should be the object of further
research.
Remark 5. Given the very positive results reported in this paper, one may wonder how
much they depend on the expected utility assumption. To the extent that this is just an
approximation of more realistic preferences, it would be desirable that the assumption of
expected utility be not a crucial one for the theory. Indeed, it is not. One can easily see that
all our conclusions extend to preferences over lotteries that have lower contour sets that
are not nested in two different environments (many monotonic preferences in the sense of
first-order stochastic dominance will satisfy this). Reflection on Fig. 1 should suffice to
convince the reader of this assertion: the relevant indifference surfaces yielding non-nested
lower contour sets in the interior of the probability simplex is completely independent from
having a map of parallel straight lines (see Abreu and Sen, 1991 for a similar observation
in the context of virtual Nash implementation).
Remark 6. A connection of our analysis with subgame perfect implementation is of
interest. Note that virtual monotonicity differs from Bayesian monotonicity much like
the necessary condition for subgame perfect implementation (Moore and Repullo, 1988;
Abreu and Sen, 1990) differs from Maskin monotonicity: while the latter requires
preference reversals around the SCF, the former can be satisfied by reversals over arbitrary
pairs (provided they are connected to the SCF by a suitable sequence). It remains as an
open question whether a similar condition can be found for implementation with dynamic
mechanisms in incomplete information environments.
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